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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   

 

                  … IN ROW AFTER ROW!  

                (78/38 & 89/22) 

Here, we shall together witness the majestic Planning of Almighty of His own glorious 

Name, together with His highest-ranking Angels, and then thereafter His Spirit, together 

with His high-ranking Angels, in row after row, on both sides, as they are thus                                   

Most-Intelligently and Most-Masterfully precisely uttered and planned in the                                  

Quran-Testament beforehand, and thereby are thus magnificently coded again thereafter 

under number “19,” on both sides, by the Most-Wise Almighty, therein. 

Thus, our Most-Wise Almighty, by planning and bestowing upon us herein such a 

wonderful majestic Miracle, again using the exact same principles that are absolutely 

intrinsic and fundamental within His most singular and incredible 19 code & system                       

(please, certainly remember again The Testament 74/26-31 in this regard), which we have 

already together comprehensively and clearly witnessed in all of our previous documents,   

may finally also thus be reminding us again with these very critical Messages herein,                         

in the end:                                                                                                                                       

====================                                                                                                                                           

1- Their reckoning has thus come closer for those people, but they are still oblivious,               

turning away.                                                                                                                                                                     

2- Whenever a Commemoration (=Dhekr; this is also one of the most basic terms 

referring to all of His magnificent 19 code & systems, as we have already together clearly 

witnessed each of them in our previous documents; 39/23 = 74/26-31) from their Lord, 

that is “new,” thus comes to them, they are still listening to it, heedlessly!                                                 

(The Quran-Testament 21/1-2)     

*******  

49- And from every wanted-thing, We have thus created -precise- “pairs” (=zavcayn),                     

that you may take-Commemoration (=Dhekraa; this is again one of the most basic terms 

referring to all of His magnificent 19 code & systems, which are mainly always thus created                  

upon perfect twoers/pairs by Him; 74/26-31 = 39/23)!                              

50- So you shall (definitely take heed and) return to Almighty now; certainly, I am from 

Him a clear Warner to you! (The Quran-Testament 51/49-50)                                                                                                                          

(*please, then also we should definitely remember herein again now 39/32-35 = 51/58-60 

= 33/64-68 in this regard.)                                                                                                              

====================        
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______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

So now, let us firstly together see these related critical Verses in the Quran-Testament,                   

and thereafter together witness this majestic Planning, immediately on the next pages,                              

in accordance with Almighty’s thus unmistakable will, and great favor upon all of us, 

herein: 

====================            

38- The Day when the Spirit (=al-Rooh), and the --high ranking-- Angels (=al-Malaekatu) 

will stand in a row (=saffan); none shall speak, except the one that The Most Gracious  

would give permission for him; and they shall say what is right!                           

39- This is the Day of the Truth; so whoever wants, let him take towards his Lord thus                          

an -upright- return now!                                                                                                                                                                                 

40- We have thus warned you about an imminent retribution!                                                                   

The Day when the person will see what his hands have sent forth (from those 19 coded 

good deeds); but the disbeliever (=kaafer; this is one of the most basic terms again 

referring to all those type of disbelievers, who will question and thereafter utterly reject 

Almighty’s magnificent 19 code & system, as already deeply thus been explained and 

foretold herein by Almighty; 74/26-31) shall say: Woe unto me! I wish I were dust!                      

(The Testament 78/38-40)   

*******   

21- Indeed, when the earth is crushed, with a crush after crush.                                                            

22- And your Lord (=Rabbuka), and the --highest-ranking-- Angels (=al-Malaku) will come 

in a row after row (=saffan, saffan)!                                                                                                                                                    

23- And on that Day, the hell will be brought forth. On that Day, the human-being will try to 

commemorate, but how can the Commemorative (=Dhekraa; this is again one of the most 

basic terms referring to His magnificent 19 code & system, which is mainly always thus 

created upon perfect twoers/pairs by Him; 74/26-31 = 39/23) benefit him now?                                         

24- He will say: O woe unto me! I wish I had sent forth (from those 19 coded good deeds 

again) for my -eternal- life here! (The Testament 89/21-24)      

====================     
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So before this future standing of the Spirit (=al-Rooh), and the --high-ranking-- Angels                 

(=al-Malaekatu) in a row (=saffan) following after him, and then this future coming                                

of our Lord (=Rabbuka), and the --highest-ranking-- Angels (=al-Malaku) following                     

after Him again in a row after row (=saffan, saffan) in this “actual sense,” in the end of this 

world, as primarily thus been emphasized in the above critical Verses (78/38 & 89/22),                 

we shall together also witness now, how this heavenly promise has already been fulfilled 

by Almighty in a Most-Intelligent and a Most-Masterful manner in this “mathematical 

sense” already herein, as secondarily thus been unmistakably implied again by Him in the 

entirety of the above critical Verses (78/38-40 & 89/22-24), again using the exact same 

principles that are absolutely intrinsic and fundamental within His most singular and 

magnificent 19 code & system, within these most basic Verses in the Quran-Testament,  

also in this regard now, thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                                             

23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record, 

consisting of similar --heavenly & royal Attributes-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan 

mathaanea)! 

** We shall manifestly see on the next pages in this regard these 3 groups of heavenly and royal Attributes, on 

both sides, in a row, as they are thus Most-Wisely mentioned and Most-Expertly placed by Almighty in a very 

specific manner and number of times in the whole Quran-Testament, which thereby eventually shall give us                                        

in the end thus --from semantical and structural standpoint-- similar (=mutashaabehan) magnificent                                           

3 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of heavenly and royal Attributes, in row after row, on both sides, therein, thus: 

al-Rooh (=the Spirit)                      &      Al-lahumma (=my The Authority)                                                   

-Rooh (=Spirit)                    &       -lahumma (=my Authority)                                                                                                     

al-malaekat (=the angels)                   &      al-malak (=the Angels)                                                                                                                        

l-malaekat (=_he angels)                     &      l-malak (=_he Angels)                                    

-malaekat (=angels)                     &      -malak (=Angels)   

al-malakaan (=the twoangels)   &      al-malakayn (=the twoAngels)   

-malakaan (=twoangels)    &       -malakayn (=twoAngels)  

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their 

hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!                                                        

This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever He 

wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray (because of their own betrayal;                       

2/26-27), there will be no Guide for them -thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)                                                                                                      

==================== 
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====================                                                                                                                                          

26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!                                          

27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!                                                                                                

       ------------------------------------             ---------------------------------------                                                                                                                                                 

It does not let-last,     and It does not let-stay, 

            (thereafter, it presents)                                                                                                              

-------------------------------                                                                                    

              Tables                                                                                                                                 

-------------------------------                                                                                                           

                                for the humanity.                                                                                                            

30-                    Upon it (there shall be) “19!”  

 

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those unsound (because one of them specifically refers (not 

an Angel but) to a human-being (Jesus) on the left side; and one of them specifically refers (not an Angel but) 

again to a human-being (Joseph) on the right side) thus --in this respect-- 2 unsound Attributes therein, as:                                                                                      

--------------------------------------           &              ---------------------------------------                                                                

“rooh” (=spirit)            “malak” (=angel)                                                                      

which will therefore --in this respect-- thus be rightfully excluded and eliminated therein, on both sides,                  

by this heavenly Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also definitely present to us those 3 pairs of 

fully sound heavenly and royal Attributes, as we have seen previously, within perfect Tables (=Levvaahatun), 

as all of them most precisely coded under number “19” therein, on both sides again, just as it has thus again                     

Wisely been pointed out in the above Verses, thereafter!  

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make 

their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus 

= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain 

certainty, and the believers may augment belief, 

= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) and the believers             

hereby shall not doubt, 
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say: 

What is it that The Authority -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has 

already been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? The Authority thus makes-stray 

(=yudellu) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides 

(=yahdee) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).                           

And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited in                

the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity! 

(The Testament 74/26-31) 

** We must have also thus already solidly perceived the very close relation between these Verses (74/26-31)                    

and that Verse (39/23) that we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords herein such as 

Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee), and makes-stray 

(=yudellu) used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which thus basically and exactly signals                  

to us this same majestic “mathematical planning” thus in the end, within the Quran-Testament! (please, also 

certainly see again now The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)                                                                                                          

====================       

 

So now, let us together see herein all those heavenly and royal Attributes, as they are thus 

specifically mentioned by Almighty --within all of these “Chapter/Verse” no’s-- in the entire 

Quran-Testament, before witnessing this majestic Planning, manifestly thereafter again,                   

herein, first of all, thus: 

 

Al-lahumma (=my The Authority)           

mentioned 5 times, in total 

3/26                

5/114               

8/32                

10/10               

39/46 
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al-Malak (=the Angels)                                                                                                       

mentioned 2 times, in total     

69/17                                                                           

89/22                                                                                               

Malak (=Angels)                                                  

mentioned 10 times, in total  

6/8  11/31            

6/8    17/95            

6/9    25/7            

6/50    32/11            

11/12   53/26 

 

al-Malakayn (=the twoAngels)          

mentioned 1 time, in total 

2/102 

Malakayn (=twoAngels)           

mentioned 1 time, in total 

7/20 
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al-Rooh (=the Spirit: Gabriel)           

mentioned 4 times, in total 

26/193               

70/4                

78/38               

97/4 

Rooh (=Spirit: Gabriel)           

mentioned 4 times, in total 

2/87                

2/253               

5/110               

16/102 

 

al-Malaekat (=the angels)           

mentioned 62 times, in total 

2/30  3/87  8/50  17/40  37/15  78/38    

2/31    3/124  13/13  17/61  38/71  97/4    

2/34    3/125  13/23  17/92  38/73      

2/161   4/97  15/7  18/50  39/75      

2/177   4/166  15/8  20/116 41/30      

2/210   4/172  15/28  21/103 42/5      

2/248   6/93  15/30  22/75  43/19      

3/18    6/111  16/2  25/21  43/53      

3/39    6/158  16/28  25/22  47/27      

3/42    7/11  16/32  25/25  53/27      

3/45    8/9  16/33  34/40  66/4      

3/80  8/12    16/49  35/1  70/4 

Malaekat (=angels)            

mentioned 6 times, in total 

17/95  41/14  66/6          

23/24   43/60  74/31           
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So now, after this, we can herein together witness this 19 coded majestic Miracle,                                    

manifestly again, thus: 

 

                              total number      total number        

        of occurrences      of occurrences  

al-Rooh (=the Spirit)             4        5     Al-lahumma (=my The Authority)                                                   

-Rooh (=Spirit)             4         0     -lahumma (=my Authority)                                                                                                                            

 

al-malaekat (=the angels)                 53        2     al-malak (=the Angels)                                                                                                                

l-malaekat (=_he angels)          9       0     l-malak (=_he Angels)                                 

-malaekat (=angels)         6      10    -malak (=Angels)   

 

al-malakaan (=the twoangels)      0    1     al-malakayn (=the twoAngels)   

-malakaan (=twoangels)       0     1    -malakayn (=twoAngels)                      

          _________________   _________________  

       19x…      19x…   

 

============================================================ 

-rooh (=human-being)                   1      1      -malak (=human-being) 
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** First of all, we should definitely see and know herein that in our above Table, on the left side, we put                       

“the Spirit” (=al-Rooh) at the top therein, because in the related Verse it is  specifically thus been emphasized 

therein:        

38- The Day when “the Spirit” (=al-Rooh), and then the --high ranking-- Angels (=al-Malaekatu) will stand   

in a row (=saffan); …… (78/38) 

and thereafter, on the right side, of course we put “my The Authority” (=Al-lahumma) at the top therein, 

because in the related Verse it is specifically thus been accentuated therein: 

22- And “your Lord” (=Rabbuka), and then the --highest-ranking-- Angels (=al-Malaku) will come in a row 

after row (=saffan, saffan)! …… (89/22) 

So if we ask here, first of all: “Who is “my/our Lord” (=Rabbuna) herein?” we find the correct answer in this 

Verse clearly, thus: 

114- …“my The Authority” (=Al-lahumma), my/our Lord (=Rabbuna)… (5/114) 

So we can thereby thus directly put these --one heavenly, One royal-- two Attributes (especially because of 

the “definite articles” therein) --in this respect-- thus “well correspondingly” after this, at the top, on both 

sides, first of all: 

     al-Rooh (=the Spirit)              Al-lahumma (=my The Authority) 

and then we can easily continue with the other (again especially because of the “definite articles” therein)                

--in this respect-- “well corresponding” other Attributes, on both sides, thereafter.                                                                                                                 

And we should also definitely remember herein that, because Almighty has already used His most prominent 

Name (=Al-lah: The Authority) in that gigantic Awesome Planning --as we have already witnessed it 

comprehensively and clearly in our first document-- but He has rightfully not included this specific                                                

form (=Al-lahumma: my The Authority) in that Planning, due to that straightforward principle He has                           

most Wisely and congruently executed on both sides therein, now by using this specific form herein in this                       

great Majestic Planning in this most Wise and congruent manner herein, He is also thus showing us that                                 

He definitely has not totally overlooked this form of His most prominent Name (=Al-lahumma:                                      

my The Authority), but He has thus most Wisely and wonderfully used and emphasized it now for all of us                           

in a truly majestic Way herein! 

** Secondly, we should definitely know herein that the term: “the Spirit” (=al-Rooh) mentioned in the above 

Verses (78/38) directly refers to Gabriel, who is in charge and the Leader of all those Angels therein.                         

There are in total 8 references in the Quran-Testament to Gabriel within these specific Attributes:                                  

as “the Holy Spirit” (=Rooh al-Qudus; 2/87 & 2/253 & 5/110 & 16/102), and as “the Honest Spirit”                           

(=al-Rooh al-Ameen; 26/193 = 2/97), and as “the Spirit” (=al-Rooh; 70/4 & 78/38 & 97/4).    

Other than this, all of these definite other terms: “the Spirit (=al-rooh) from His Command” (=min amrehe),                        

or “a Spirit (=al-rooh) from Him” (=minhu) are thus specifically referring to the inspired “Message” from 

Almighty, not a “Person” therein; please, certainly see now 16/2 & 17/85 & 17/85 & 40/15 & 58/22 = 42/52                  

in this regard.)  
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Thereafter, only this definite term: a Spirit (=al-rooh) from Him” (=minhu) thus directly refers to a                        

human-being, prophet Jesus in this Verse (4/171), which therefore is to be rightfully “excluded” --on the                   

left side-- from the above Table, together with this specific term: an Angel (=malakun) which is thus                  

directly referring again to a human-being, prophet Joseph in this Verse (12/31), which therefore is to be 

rightfully “eliminated” --on the right side-- from the above Table, again most basically based on (74/28),                

and thus in accordance with this most fundamental and intrinsic property of Almighty’s this unique                                  

19 code & system herein, as we have consistently and manifestly witnessed it also in all of His other                    

superb Plannings, in our previous documents, always based on this same most-Wise and most-Efficient                   

exact “Instruction” of Almighty, in this regard. (please, certainly remember again The Testament 74/26-31                  

in this respect.) 

 

So, after this, let us together see some miraculous prophecies of prophet Jesus directly 

related to this Subject now. In our first document we have already witnessed that prophet 

Jesus has clearly foretold in Gospel about that Son of Man (=Messenger of Covenant) who 

would be sent in this Last and Third Day (=Millennium) by Almighty, with that heavenly 

Message from Him, that would give eternal Life to all sincere believers in this final Age, 

with many examples, in detail, therein. So now let us together see herein these additional 

critical prophecies of prophet Jesus, in this regard, thus: 

====================                                                                                                                                     

Prophet Jesus said in reply: “TEN” was cleansed, was it not; so where is the other “NINE”? 

Has none but this foreigner returned now to give thanks to God? (Gospel, Mthw. 17/17-18) 

** First of all, prophet Jesus thus in a very wise manner is also making it known herein that number “10”                  

and then other number “9” together = “19” will be that cleansed holy Number also in this respect, in that                   

Last and Third Day (=Millennium), when that Son of Man (=Messenger of Covenant) comes out with that 

miraculous heavenly Message within that --to be renewed-- Cornerstone Scripture (=The Quran-Testament),                                   

as he has already thus clearly emphasized and informed about it many times throughout the Gospel. (John 

6/27, 40-45 & Matthew 21/42-43 & …)                                                                                                                                                                                         

And then prophet Jesus thus in a very wise manner again is also thereafter solemnly pointing out that, when 

this Son of Man (=Messenger of Covenant) thus comes out, the foreigners would first recognize it and thus 

give thanks to God then for this, rather than those many naive, and/or crooked followers of Moses and Jesus 

himself! (please, also certainly see again now Matthew 21/42-43 & Matthew 7/22-23 & Luke 13/24-30                                    

in this regard.)  
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Prophet Jesus said: Amen, Amen, I say to you, you will see the sky opened, and the “Angels” 

of God                                                                                                                                                                                              

          (on the left side)                (on the right side) 

“ascending”        “descending”  

on the Son of Man! (Gospel, John 1/51)             

Prophet Jesus said: I tell you, everyone who acknowledges me before others, the Son of 

Man will acknowledge  

before                                                                                                                                                                                            

the “Angels” of God.                                                                                                                                                       

But whoever denies me before others will be denied                                                                                                  

before                                   

the “Angels” of God!                                                                                                    

(Gospel, Luke 12/8-9)   

Prophet Jesus said: Whoever is ashamed of me and of my words, the Son of Man will be 

ashamed of, when he comes in his glory and in the glory  

                      of the Lord,  

            and of the holy “Angels!”  

(Gospel, Luke 9/26)      

 

** We must have already seen and thus clearly witnessed our “Lord” Almighty, and all those “Angels”                      

with Him, in row after row, in our above Table, coded under that holy and cleansed number “19” therein,                 

on both sides, as prophet Jesus has thus miraculously prophesied and firmly indicated beforehand, regarding 

this Son of Man (=Messenger of Covenant) and this miraculous majestic Message of our Almighty revealed 

through him now, in this final Age. (*And please, also certainly see The Testament 16/2 & 15/6-8 then,                              

in order to also be able to clearly see and witness the fulfillment of these miraculous prophecies within                      

that further ultimate and chief Mathematical Plannings, as fully explained and manifestly presented again                         

--under Almighty’s full supervision and commandment unto him-- by this Messenger of Covenant therein,                

in the Reading document.) 
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Prophet Jesus said: … Do you not even understand this “allegory” now? Then how will you 

understand any of those “allegories” --that are already cited above, and throughout the 

whole Gospel? (Gospel, Mark 4/11-13) 

Prophet Jesus said: For the coming of the Kingdom of God cannot be observed.                     

And no one will shout, “Look, here it is,” or “there it is!” But behold, the Kingdom of God  

will thus be among you! (Gospel, Luke 17/20-21) 

Prophet Jesus said: But when the Son of Man comes, then will he find faith on earth?                      

(Gospel, Luke 18/8) 

** Because many naive, and/or crooked followers of Jesus will mistakenly expect or claim that they would 

certainly have to see --in actual sense-- the Sky opened and the “Angels” of God thus really ascending and 

descending on that Son of Man, and would not understand that prophet Jesus was thus always prophesying 

through such “allegories” about that Son of Man, and that miraculous Message with him, will unfortunately 

therefore not have any faith in this Son of Man, and this miraculous Message with him, in this final Age,                          

and therefore they will never really enter into this Kingdom of God! (please, certainly also see again               

Matthew 7/22-23 & Luke 13/24-30 in this regard.)                                                                                                                                                                   

But only the genuine, and/or sincere followers of Jesus will thus certainly know and perceive that the Sky                       

--in allegorical sense-- already opened and the “Angels” of God thus really ascended and descended on that 

Son of Man (=Messenger of Covenant) herein now, will really thus enter into this Kingdom of God, (please, 

certainly see Matthew 22/14 & Luke 6/22-23 & John 6/40-45 & John 14/15-17 in this regard), as we have 

already solidly witnessed it together in this document!                                                                                                                                                   

(** And we should also definitely go, after this, to those “the Words of Patriarchs & Moses & Jesus & David & 

Muhammad” documents, to clearly see and witness all of those critical and basic “allegorical” (=mathala) 

other miraculous prophecies of these great Prophets, in their entirety, thus closely and unmistakably related 

again to this great majestic Planning herein, and certainly also closely and unmistakably related again to                          

all of those other gigantic awesome Plannings, as we have already clearly and comprehensively witnessed                 

each of them in our previous documents.)                                                                                                                                                                     
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein, who     

--after those hugely significant two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings,                 

as we have manifestly witnessed them in our first two most critical documents--                  

will also hearken thereafter to this eighth very critical miraculous “Majestic” holy Planning 

herein, in this most anticipated Final Age,                                                                                                                                                      

and so thereafter shall wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and 

personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for our own                      

eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again                     

The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.) 

 

                    Metin/Messenger of Covenant 

   

 

 


